Central to his erudite tour de force. Dancing Column: On Order in Architecture, Joseph Rykwert uses that most robust and ubiquitous structural element, the column, to distil a history of western civilization, and more crucially the values enshrined within two millennia of western architecture.
he book is directed more at revealing the cultural enrichment that comes from an encyclopedic tracing of the lineage of each manifestation of the column back to its source than to exploring the diverse wealth inherent in the familial, cultural, and historical web that begets it. Possibly as an implied critique of the postmodern applique of the orders, Rykwert refers to projects by Loos, Asplund, and Gaudf as evidence of three architects who, having assimilated the 'Greekness' of the Doric order, offered it back through their projects, reconstituted but original. For Gaudi. he selects the hypostyle market place in the Pare Guell (1900 Guell ( -1914 (Figure 1 ). But other major and innovative architects adapted the existing orders to their own use. Antoni Gaudi was a conspicuous example, perhaps because he made the appeal so sparingly And of course he was much more 'Gothic' than 'classical,' a self-confessed disciple of Viollet-le-Duc. In one important building, he used the Doric order impressively; the Pare Guell in Barcelona, which was to have been the central open space (called by Gaudi 'the Greek Theater') of a new garden-city.R ykwert is highly selective here, as there are more intriguing examples of references to ancient Greek culture in Gaudi's other work. Despite his assertion that it is Gaudi's "only explicit reference to Greek architecture...," Rykwert's priorities are evident:"
Asplund and Gaudi and Loos in their very different ways were tributaries to an ancient and grandiose but apparently buried or brokentradition: that the Greek orders enshrined and transmitted values of primordial as well as perennial validity. Until the eighteenth century the core notions of that tradition could be taken for granted: from the beginning of the nineteenth, the different historians and architects who wrote about the orders needed to plead and vindicate.
That may be why attention clung so insistently to the Greek Doric order, and why my three salient twentiethcentury examples are of Greek Doric. It seemed older, nobleror at least notionally more 'primitive' and therefore less 'historical'than the others.T he Pare Guell hypostyle has a compositional connection to its temple antecedent, and the interpretation of the Doric order and associated motif is overt: hence Rykwert's interest.
It is odd that he makes no reference to the soli-tary caryatid placed elsewhere m the park (Figure 2 ). Its fabric, placement and singularity make the motive for its Incorporation rather difficult to discernis it ironical, humorous, or merely decorative?
Concurring with Rykwert's assertions that Gaudi is seeking to make a Mediterranean link between Catalonia and Greece, former collaborator Cesar Martmell notes the following in his account of his many conversations with Gaudi.
Under the subtitle "Gaudi's Innate Hellenism":
"He indicated to me that all the business about mosaics is Greek. Constantmopolitan. That he felt this as a natural way of being, that he wore it from within."Ê vidence of Gaudi's (and his patron, Eusabi Guell's) broader-ranging classical scholarship is provided by references to ancient Greece in other projects which, in detail, are more wide reaching than the overt evocation of the Doric order at Pare Guell. A thorough examination of the gatehouse and stables for the Finca Guell (aka Pabellones Guell 1884 -1887) at Guell's country estate, for instance, makes reference to the Garden of the Hesperides, and is a far more subtle Greek intervention than the game being played through the hypostyle in Pare Guell. It is not as easy to pick up, but it is unequivocally there all the same. There are no Doric columns, but a splendid scrapiron dragon in watchful repose recalling the legend of St George, the patron saint of Catalonia, and his slaying of the dragon. This reading, however legitimate, masks a deeper reference, for the dragon resides beneath an apple tree made from the metal antimony and alludes to the labors of Hercules. It was the contemporary Catalan poet Jacint Verdaguer who, in his epic poem "L'Atlantida," used the Labors of Hercules as a metaphor for what he saw as the equivalent labors of Christopher Columbus who set sail (with Catalan capital) from Catalonia. That Gaudi powerfully dramatized this connection reveals a wide perspective that enabled him to reference Verdaguer, thereby implicitly linking ancient Greece to his city. ' Gaudi was inclined to work through metaphor, allusion, and allegory at a number of levels. The Sagrada Familia Church was intended to be read as a sculpted version of the bible. Internally, the principal columns conceal a synthesis of the Doric order, but also seek to rectify the deficiencies of the Gothic as a means to reconcile the architectural movements in Catalonia since Roman settlement. Before laying open the secrets that Gaudi assumed would remain far from view (as will be discussed below), a summary of innovation for other columns within his oeuvre will serve to show his route to a sublimation of history and a theory based on combining the lessons of nature and culture into his final work. Let us look briefly at the columns from three other projects before concluding with the Sagrada Familia nave columns referred to above.
The first example of a departure from any convention in placement, decoration, and intercolumniation, can be seen in Guell's townhouse, Palau Guell (1886 1889). There he modified the lighting by layering the columns in triples ( Figure 3 ). Gaudi completed a convent school in the same year, the Colegio Teresiano (1888 -1889) . In contrast with the townhouse, the convent was built on a very tight budget, yet Gaudi's creativity did not seem to be stunted in any way. One of the most remarkable features of the convent IS a patio with a double colonnade of single-brick columns at each end of the building (Figure 4 ). The riskiness of supporting two floors of masonry in this way is quite palpable when, with one's hand against the face of the column, vibrations from activity in the opposite corner can be felt: the bricks are working. It is curious that there should be one less brick in the stack along one side. Regardless of what IS behind this asymmetry, there is an enthralling honesty that Khan would have admired: the bricks, frogs and all, unashamedly celebrate their highly tuned function as columns.
Perhaps the most significant departure from the established orders are the columns at the Colonia Guell church (1898 -1915) . This remarkable buildingabandoned with only the crypt constructedhas columns of unworked basalt prisms, inclined to meet their forces of opposition along their axes, their positions determined by the 1:10 hanging model arranged in a shed next to the site ( ure 5). This was hardly a building for which conventional drawings could usefully serve. The builders consulted the model for coordinates from which the columns could be correctly aligned. To say that the columns are unworked is a slight exaggeration: Gaudi successfully requested wedge cuts to be taken at the column-base connections in order to apply a little extra frisson to the mix of improbable masonry and structural performance, within an interior that might best be described as sublime.
This design may have stemmed from his Hellenophile client rather than Gaudi's own prediliction for the classical, but I do not believe that he had any clear preferencehe was neither classical nor Gothic. In fact, he set out to 'correct' the Gothic, seeking to distil all that he saw as relevant from the preceding two millennia of architectural evolution into one highly evocative column. A hybrid of human artifice and of naturea re-naturing of architecture set this work against a growing tendency in reductionism that began with the Enlightenment and continues today. If the columns at the Colonia Guell are remarkable for their simplicity, they contrast sharply with the highly finished sophistication of the Sagrada Familia.
Cesar Martinell provides this account of a conversation he had with Gaudi on the subject of the proposed columns for the Sagrada Familia Church:
He spoke to me of the helicoidally generated columns with the parabolic star-shaped base plans, which turn in two opposite senses, intersecting with themselves.
He said that the resulting form which he has made in plaster, at a scale of 1:20, is a summary of all the columns that have existed: Egyptian, Greek, Romanesque, Gothic, Renaissance, Salomonic... I had to observe that the generation rule of said column, despite its simplicity, remains hidden: and if many architects were to be asked without having been previously told, very few would know how to discover them. Gaudi replied that no one would.
He affirmed that the helix is necessary for the column. Nature corroborated it through the growth of many trees, that it produced helicoidally.. ..Domenech I Montaner, who was talented, always decorated the columns with helicoidal forms. Those of the Sagrada Familia would not require decoration, because they already had a helicoidal structure.
Through being daughters of a synthesis they already had everything, and therefore required nothing extra: neither a base, nor capital, nor decoration.T his account of Gaudi's intentions for the principal columns for the Sagrada Familia was first published in 1951, four years before the first built prototype of the columns was constructed in its intended location. It is a highly charged commentary, revealing that Gaudi himself regarded the generative design aspects as undiscoverable by any architect not already let into the secret: yet here lies a recipe for a cultural fusion unparalleled m so small a building fragment. Analysis of the nave columns reveal that even the simplest architectural element of allthe columncan encapsulate a profound statement about the relationship between all western architectural styles. The generation of these columns yields an amalgam of history, culture, and function, making a simultaneous statement about the reduction of ornament and functionally discrete components, the fusion of column and beam, and the relationship of the natural world to the artificial.
The columns of the Sagrada Familia Church are the concluding statements from Gaudi, the result of his long career of experimentation. The accompanying illustrations visually show the theory, described below, m practice.
Each column has a profile composed of vaguely starshaped convex and concave parabolic curves ( Figure 5 ).
Columns with different performance requirements are sized appropriately. The proposed materials range from sandstone for the least charged, to granite then basalt with porphyry used for the four large columns that support the towers over the crossing. We can see from the early studies that Gaudi abandoned single helicoidal columns due to their singular rotational appearance. Instead, he proposed that the columns would be formed by two barley sugar twistseach in a different direction but with the equivalent rotation.
The resulting column is the intersection between the two superimposed elements (Figures 7-9 ). At the base are uninterrupted curved profiles, but by the point where the two twists are exactly out of phase, Doric flutes emerge. Collins was the first to bring this to the attention of English speaking readers, but failed to recognize an astonishing algorithm for the column to continue beyond the point where the two twists would begin to go back into phase.^Rather than make an adaptive new profile for the continuation, Gaudi simply doubled the number of twisted columns. The granite columns of eight 'points' rise eight meters before this midway point is reached. There, the columns double: two continue twisting as the column height increases, and two twist back on themselves for a further four meters. At this point -12 meters in total heightthe individual columns are again out of phase, at which point the four component columns become eight. It is almost as if Gaudi were hinting at cell division and evolutionary constructs (Figure 1 When building the Sagrada Familia and studying other churches he was deeply critical of the Gothic style a style that had inspired such eulogies from the literati and engineers of his youth. Of the Gothic he said that it was an imperfect style, as yet unresolved; an industrial style, a mere mechanical system; the decoration was always artificial, and could be eliminated entirely without it losing any particular quality. He would say sarcastically that the Gothic was at its best in rums and in moonlight. In answer to those who objected to this criticism with, 'But you are building the Sagrada Familia m the Gothic style,' his, reply was: 'No, Sir. The Sagrada Familia is Greek.' This seemingly paradoxical statement has a basis of truth: the Gothic of the Sagrada Familia is more apparent than real, for its structure goes beyond it, and m the positioning of volumes and the resolution of details the church has never been orthodox Gothic. Its original design was Gothic with touches of Baroque which is the same as saying that it was not Gothic.'" Puig i Boada also observes the following:
He used these ruled surfaces because he believed them to be the most perfect. 'To conceal the imperfect union between the stiles and lintel of an opening,' he would say, 'we use capitals, imposts, etc. Nature produces none of these features to resolve the continuity.'"
The columns dispense with base and capital in the traditional sense. They elegantly implicate the Doric order, including the entasis, invoking nature at its most fundamentalgrowthand lean quietly into the line of force to which they are subjected ( Figure 10 ). They also point to a maturity when compared with the Pare Guell hypostyle.
Rykwert notes: "While the refined 'correct' swelling of the shaft called entasis is not used, there are other strange optical devices, thoroughly 'unclassical' ones: the outer columns are inclined inward, like flying buttresses, and much of the ornamental detail is improvised."'^These lines seem to refer to a different Gaudi, one who spent a large part of his lifetime attempting to get rid of the flying buttress. Leaving Laugier's primitive hut and its literal tree-trunk columns well behind him, Gaudi brought the trees into the interior of the Sagrada Familia all the same.
With a synthesis of nature fused to a scholarly love for the traditions of western, Arab, and Mayan architecture. It is the dancing column that Rykwert seeks. Ironically for the detractors of the continued construction of the Sagrada Familia Church, the very act of building, rather than erudition and historiography, provided the opportunity to truly understand the columns. Just as Rykwert calls us to learn from the Greeks in the Dancing Column, so too do Gaudi's dancing columns show us that nature can be brought into an academic and not merely decorative dialogue with form a re-naturing of architecturewhen others have been inclined to do the opposite. These columns show that an important 'message' can be proselytized with consummate humility via the artifact alone -Gaudi wrote absolutely nothing in words about his work during a career spanning forty-eight years, content with providing a full testament and last word in brick, stone and metalone we have to work hard to unravel.
